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Let Tg(n) (Pg(n)) be the number of n-edged rooted maps (in a certain class) on 
an orientable (non-orientable) surface of type g, and let tg and pg be the positive 
constants defined in 13]. In [10], Bender and Wormald observed the following 
pattern: 
Tg(n) ~ tg(fln ) 5(g- 1)/2 ~n 
Pg(n) ~ pg(fln) 5~g- 1)/z y,, 
for all maps, 2-connected maps and smooth maps. In this paper, we show that many 
classes of maps fit the following modified pattern: 
Tg(n ) ~ atg(fln )5Is- t jiz ~., 
Pg(n) ~ O~pg(fln) 5(g-1)/2 ~n. 
© 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
]. INTRODUCTION 
A map on a surface S is a graph G embedded on S such that all 
components of S -  G are simply connected regions. These components are 
called faces of the map. A map is called orientable (non-orientable) if it is 
embedded in a orientable (non-orientable) surface. Maps and orientations 
can also be defined purely combinatorially without using the concept of 
surface (cf. [18, Chap. X]). If a map has v vertices, e edges andffaces,  then 
its Euler characteristic is X = v - e +f ,  and its type is g = 1 - Z/2 (cf. [3] for 
further details about type). A map is called rooted if a vertex of the map, 
together with an edge adjacent o it and a side of the edge are specified. 
The concept of rooting a map was first introduced by W. T. Tutte [19, 20, 
21] in the 1960's. Since then, much work has been done by several mathe- 
maticians on counting various classes of rooted maps on the sphere (See 
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[9] for a survey). But it seems very difficult to obtain any nice explicit 
formula for the exact number of non-planar maps (cf. [1, 4, 11, 12, 
13, 16, 17, 22, 23]). Instead, people started working on asymptotic 
formulas for such numbers. In 1986-1988, E. A. Bender, E. R. Canfield, and 
N. C. Wormald [-3, 10] studied various classes of rooted maps on general 
surfaces and they obtained asymptotic formulas for the number of rooted 
maps, rooted smooth maps and rooted 2-c maps (Throughout this paper, 
k-connected is abbreviated to k-c.). Letting Tg(n) (Pg(n)) be the number of 
orientable (non-orientable) rooted maps (in a certain class) with n edges 
of type g, they observed that these asymptotic formulas fit the following 
pattern: 
Tg(n) ~ tg(~n) 5(g 1)/2 y,, 
Pg(n) ~pg([3n) 5(g 1)/2 7n  
where tg and pg are positive constants defined in [3], /~ and ~ are 
independent of n and g (but they depend on the class of maps), and 
an--*l as n ---roo. a n,,~ b n means  bn 
But this pattern is not satisfied by the triangular maps and a large class of 
degree restricted maps (cf. [-13-15]). Instead, they satisfy the following 
modified pattern: 
Tg(n) ~ etg(Bn) s(g- 1)/2 7", (1) 
Pg(n) ~ epu(~n) 5(g- 1)/2 y,, (2) 
where e is the gcd of the face valencies of the class of maps. 
We shall show that pattern (1) and (2) are also satisfied by the following 
classes of maps: 
1. loopless maps; 
2. simple maps, i.e., maps without loops or multiple edges; 
3. 3-c triangular maps. 
Asymptotic formulas like (1) and (2) played an important role in 
proving some asymptotic properties of maps such as 0-1 laws for submaps 
of maps and chromatic properties of maps (cf. [-5-7]). It is believed that 
there should be some purely combinatorial explanation for pattern (1) and 
(2), but no such one has been found yet. (1) and (2) are derived through 
some delicate asymptotic analysis about "typical recursions" which are 
satisfied by many classes of maps and were first described in [3]. We 
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shall show that the three classes of maps listed above also satisfy the 
typical recursions with some extra "negligible terms." These extra terms 
correspond to non-contractible cycles of length 1 or 2 (A non-contractible 
cycle, denoted by nc-cycle, is a cycle of a map which is not homotopic to 
a point). This situation also occurred when we dealt with the 2-c triangular 
maps [14]. A rigorous argument was given there to show that these extra 
terms were indeed negligible. Since the argument is quite lengthy and need 
to be modified case by case, including such a detailed argument would 
make this paper much too long, we shall not repeat it here. Interested 
readers may refer to [14] for the details. The following theorem [5, 
Theorem 1 ] should be helpful for understanding this fact. 
THEOREM 1. Let Jln(S ) be a class of n-edged (n-vertex) rooted maps on 
a surface S of type g, M,(S) be the number of such maps. I f  
Mn(S) ..~ C(S) n 5(g- 1)/2R", 
then for any given constant l, almost all maps in d/4,(S) do not have any 
nc-cycle with length less than L 
The main purpose of this paper is to extend the list of maps which satisfy 
(1) and (2) and to provide a table of the parameters ~,/~ and 7 which may 
be useful for further investigations. To avoid considerable repetition, we 
rely heavily on [3, 13]. For those notations and terminologies not defined 
here, we also refer to them. 
2. OUTLINE OF THE PROOF OF THE PATTERN 
In what follows, I=  {i a < i 2 < -'-} is a finite set of positive integers, and 
the empty set is denoted by ~.  We use a to denote a vector of non- 
negative integers such that ~ i=0 for i¢I, 0 to denote the vector of all 
zeros, and e~ to denote the vector of all zeros except a 1 in the wth 
coordinate. For J _ / ,  a I J is a restricted to J. We use Z,g= k/2 to mean the 
summation over half integers k/2, (k + 1)/2, ..., g. 
Consider rooted maps in a certain class with some distinguished faces 
indexed by L Let ~lg(x, y, z1) (~lg(x, y, zz)) be the generating function of 
orientable (non-orientable) rooted maps (in a certain class) of type g, 
where x marks the number of edges (or vertices), y marks the root face 
valency and z~ marks the valencies of the distinguished faces. Let 
mg(x, y, z,) = J~lg(x, y, zt)  -{- J~lg(x, y, Zl). 
For convenience, we shall use Mg(x, y, I) to denote Mg(x, y, Zz) etc. in the 
rest of the paper. We shall show, for the three classes of maps listed above, 
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that for (g, I )~  (0, ~) ,  Mg(x, y, I) and Mg(X, y, I) satisfy the following 
recursions: 
A(x, y, Mo(x, y, ~)) Mg(x, y, I) 
g 
= --pl(x, y) ~ Z Mr(x, y, J) Mg t(x, y, I - J )  
t=O/2 J~ l  
(t, J) ~ (o, ~),  (g, I) 
--2y2p2(x, y) ~--~wMg l(x, y,l+ {w}) ~=y 
--yp2(x, y)~y (yMg_l/2(x, Y, I)) 
-p2(x,y) Z z~ [zeMg(x,z~,I-{i})-yMg(x,y,I-{i})] 
i e lZ i - -Y  
+q(x, y)mg(X, I)-~-Eg(X, y, I), (3) 
A(x, y, Mo(x, y, (ZJ)) J~lg(X, y, I) 
g 
=--pl(x,Y) ~ ~ ~'lt(x,Y,J) f/lg-t(x,y,I-J). 
t=O J~ I  
(t, J) ~ (o, ~), (g, x) 
Zw~ y 
-y2p2(x, y)~zwiflg ,(x, y,I+ {w}) 
-p2(x, y) Z _ z, [z,~tg(x, z,, I --  { i})-y~Ig(x,  y, I -  {i})] 
i E iZ i - -Y  
+ q(x, y) rhg(x, I) + Eg(x, y, I), (4) 
where Eg(x, y,I) and Eg(x, y,I) are negligible terms corresponding 
to maps with nc-cycles of length 1 or 2; mg(X, ~) and rhg(X, ~) are 
generating functions for maps under consideration; pl(x, y), p2(x, y) and 
q(x, y) are known functions. 
The case (g, I) = (0, ~)  is covered by 
[A(x, y, Mo(x,y, ~))]2  = B(x, y, mo(x, (,0)), (5) 
where B is a polynomial. Equations like (5) are usually solved by the 
"quadratic method" (cf. [3, 12]). Let y =f (x )  be a power series satisfying 
B = OB/Sy = 0 and use B (k) to denote 
akB Y =f  Oyk (x)' 
582a/64/2-8 
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It will be shown that 
f (x)  =Yo + higher power terms in (1 - ] lx )  1/2, 
mo (x, ~)  = bo + b,( 1 - 7x) 3/2 + higher power terms in (1 - 7x)'/2, 
B (2) = c2(1 - -  7x )  '/2 + higher power terms in (1 - ~,x) 1/2, 
B (3) = -c3  + higher power terms in (1 - yx) 1/2, 
where Yo, bo, c2 and c3 are positive constants. Let 
O n + I a I y = zi =f(x)  M~)(x, I, ~) - , ~, Mg(x, y, I) , 
Oy l~ ie iOZ i 
0n + l al y = zi =f(x)"  M(n)(x, I, a) - Oy" [IieiOz~ ' J~Ig(X, y, I) 
Applying 
~n+ lal 
OY n Hie  ] ~Z~ "i 
to both sides of (3) and (4), we can show by induction that (see the proof 
of [3, Theorem 3] and [13, Theorem 3]) 
(n) mg (x,/,  a)~m~)(L  a)(1 --TX) -(lOg+2n+5111+21al-3)/4 
and 
(.) ~ (n) Mg (x, I, ~)~Mg (I, a)(1 --TX) -(lOg+2n+51II+21"l-3)/4 
as x ~ Xo = 1/7, where M(g")(I, a) and " (") M g (I, a) satisfy the recursions 
--2pl(xo, Y°) ( n +n 1) M(°l)(~' O) M(~")(I' ") 
" - '  /n+ 1)  
g n+l /n  + 1\ 
) 
t=0/2  J~_ l  0 
(l, J )  ~'~ (0, ~) ,  (g, I) 
x M~k)(J, a l ; )  M("+l-k)(I--J, . I , - ; )  ~'~g- - t  
) + 2y2p2(xo, Yo) n+ i (nwl_k)/.TA - ~=o k Mg_, , .~{w},a+(~:+l)ew) 
Jl~(n + 2) f /  I I )  + y~pE(xo, Yo) ~'~ g- ,/2t~, 
(n+ 1)! ~!  M(.+~,+2)(i_{i},al~_{~}) (6) + y~pz(Xo, Yo) ~ (n+cq+2) l - -g  
i E I  
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and 
--2pl(Xo, yo) (n+ 1) 37/~o~)(~, 0) ~ (n) Mg (I, a) 
n 
=2pl(xo, yo /~ n 1 M~o.÷~_~)(~,O)M~)(I,.) 
k=O 
+Pl(Xo, Yo) Z E n 1 
t=O J~ l  k=O 
(t, J )  v ~ (0, ~) ,  (g, I) 
× )~¢Ik)(J, Ill j) M~+l-k)( l - J ,  a[,_s) 
+ygp~(xo, yo) y~ n 1 ~2??_~)( i+{%, .+(k+1)e~)  
k=O 
(n+l)!~i! ~2+~,+~)(i_ {i}, . i  ' ~,~) +YzP2(Xo, Yo) 2 (n+~i+2)!  
i e I  
(7) 
with the initial conditions (cf. [-3, Lemma 2]) 
~o"~(~, o)= M~g)(~, O)= 2c~p~(xo, Yo) 3c~/ (8) 
In [3], H~g")(x, I, a), ffI~g~)(x, I, a), ()(g")(I, a), and ~(gn)(i, a) played the 
(n) (n) (n) (n) same role as Mg (x, L a), Ylg (x, L ~), Mg (L a), and 3Ig (L a) do here, 
respectively. There, 
pl(x, y)=xy2(1 --y), p2(x, y)=xy(y -  1), q(x, y)=xy, 
1 and Yo 6. XO ~ 12~ 
Comparing I-3, (3.4), (4.2)] with (7) and (8), we have 
THEOREM 2. There exist positive constants rio, ill, and f12, such that 
(n) M g (I, a) = flofl7 + [a[312. II + 2g~b(gm( I, a), (9) 
M. (L a)= ~o/~7 + +2e~")(L a). (10) 
Proof We just prove (9) since the proof of (10) is essentially the same. 
Set 
Pl(Xo, Yo)flofl~lfl2= 3/125 
Y~p2(xo, Yo) 18/625" 
(11) 
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Using [3, (3.4)], we see that two sequences {flofl~ + '"'fllz*J + 2gO(g")(I, a)} and 
{Mtg"~(I, a)} satisfy the same recursion. They also have the same initial 
values by setting 
M~o">(~, o)=/~o#7 ¢o°>(~, o). (12) 
Therefore the two sequences are the same. Combining [3, Lemma 2], (8), 
and (12) we obtain 
3c 2 cc/-~2 25 c 3 
5 x/~flO-2c3PtCXo ' Yo) X/-2' ]--~ fl, =~c 2. (13) 
Therefore flo, ill, and f12 are  uniquely determined by (11) and (13). | 
Setting y =f (x )  and I=  ~ in (3) and (4), we have 
(pl(xo, Yo) g--l~2 
rag(X, ;2~)~ \ q(-~o, Y--~ E M~°)( ;2~, O) M(g°)_,(fZi, O) 
t = 1/2 
+ 2y2p2(xo, Yo) M(gO)_ 1( {w}, ew) 
q(xo, Yo) 
+ y~pz(xo, Yo) m(g~l/:(;2~, 0)) (1 -?x)  (5g-3)/2, (14) 
q(xo, Yo) 
,.~(pI(xO, YO) g'~ ",1 ,~+(x, ~)~ \ q-~o, ~ ,-=, ~t°'(~' o) ;t~,(rg, o) 
+ y~p2(x°' Y°) ~Tt(°) ({w},ew)) (1-?x)  (5g-3)/2 (15) 
q( xo---T yo5 = +- ' 
Let Tg(n) = [x"] rhg(x, (ZJ) and Pg(n) = [x"] mg(X, ;~) - Tg(n). 
Applying [3, Theorem 4] to (14) and (15) and using [-3, Theorem 1, (3.3), 
(4.1)] and Theorem 2, we obtain (1) and (2) with 
25 Pl (Xo, Yo) flo2f12 and fl = fl4/5. (16) 
~-  6 q-~o,y~ 
3. LOOPLESS MAPS 
In this section, let Mg(x, y, I) (Mg(x, y, I)) be the generating function, 
by edges, of orientable (non-orientable) rooted loopless maps of type g. We 
shall prove 
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THEOREM 3. Let Tg(n)= [x n] Mg(x, 1, ~)  (Pg(n)= I-x"3 ~ig(X, 1, (~)) 
be the number of orientable (non-orientable) rooted loopless maps with n 
edges of type g, then Tg(n) and Pg(n) satisfy (1) and (2) with ~ = 1, ~ = 3, 
and ~ = 22~. 
We first give functional equations for Mg(x, y, I) and ~ig(x, y, I). 
THEOREM 4. 
Mo(x, y, ~)= xyZ(Mo(x, y, (3))2 + xy (yMo(x, y, (~)-Mo(x,  1, ~))  
y -1  
- xyMo(x, 1, ~)  Mo(x, y, ~)  + 1, (17) 
and for (g, I) ~ (0, ~)  and w ~ I, we have 
g 
Mg(x, y, I) = xy 2 ~ Z M,(x, y, J) Mg_t(x, y, I -  J) 
t=O/2 J~_ I  
zw~ y 
+ 2xy3~zwMg , (x ,y , I+{w}) 
(yMg ~/2(x, y, I)) + xy 2 
uy 
+x • yz~ [Z~Mg(x, zi, I -  {i})--yMg(x, y, I - -  {i})] 
i e lZ i - -Y  
+ xy 
y -  1 (yMg(x, y, I ) -Mg(x ,  1, I)) 
- xyMo(x, 1, (3) Mg(x, y, I) - xyMg(X, 1, I) Mo(x, y, (3) 
+ Ng(x, y, I). (18) 
g 
~ie(x, y, I) = xy 2 Z Z Mr( x, Y, J) ~Ie-t(x, y, I -  J) 
t=O J~-- I  
3 (~ " ) zw +xy 7Mg l (x ,y , I+{w} 
C~Zw - ~y  
+xE 
i~ lZ i - -Y  
xy 
+ (y~Ig(x, y, I) -- M,(x, 1, I)) 
y -1  
- xyMo(x , 1, (~) Mg(x, y, I ) -xy~fg(x,  1, I) Mo(x , y, (~) 
+ Ax, y, I), 
where Ng(x, y, I) and Ng(x, y, I) correspond to maps having nc-loops. 
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Proof We prove only (17) and (18) since (19) follows similarly. Let M 
be a map of type g with root edge e. As in [3], we distinguish the following 
four cases. 
(A) The root face borders both sides of e and 
(A1) removal of e disconnects M, or 
(A2) removal of e does not disconnect M. 
(B) The root face borders only one side of e and 
(B1) none of the distinguished faces borders e, or 
(B2) a distinguished fact borders e. 
The contribution from each case is similar to that discribed in [3, 
Theorem 2], the only difference here is to exclude the possible occurrence 
of loops. Since all contributions from nc-loops are collected in Ng(x, y, I), 
we only need to take care of contractible loops. No loop occurs in case 
(A1). If a loop occurs in (A2), since e crosses a handle or a crosscap, it 
must be an nc-loop. If a loop occurs in case (B1) and it is contractible, then 
cutting along the loop e and filling the holes with disks yields a planar map 
and another map of type g. We only need to consider the case that the 
planar map has no distinguished faces because otherwise, when all dis- 
tinguished faces are joined by handles, the loop will eventually become an 
nc-loop. Therefore the contractible loop occurred in this case contributes 
xyMo(x, 1, ~)  Mo(x, y, ~)  
for (g, I) = (0, ~)  and 
xyMo(x, 1, ~j) mg(x, y, I) + xyMg(x, 1, I) Mo(x, y, ~)  
for (g, 1 )# (0, ~)  (See Fig. 1). The loop occuring in (B2) will eventually 
become an nc-loop because it is on the boundary of a distinguished face. 
Combining all the cases gives Theorem 4. | 
'?" 
FIG. 1. Adding a contractible loop. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let rag(X, I) = Mg(X, 1, I), thg(X, I) = .~/lg(X, 1, I). 
Equations (17),  (18),  and  (19)  can then be rewritten as (5),  (3),  and  (4),  
with 
A(x, y, Mo(x, y, ;25)) = 2x(y - 1 ) y2Mo(x, y, ~J) 
+ xy2-  x(y - 1) ymo(x, ~)  + 1 - y, 
B(x, y, mo(x, ~) )= (xy 2 - x(y- -  1) ymo(x, (,~) + 1 _ y)2 
+ 4x(y - 1) y2(1 --y + xymo(x, (~J)), 
pl(x, y )=x(y - -  1)y 2, p2(x, y )=x(y -  1)y, 
and 
q(x, y )=xy+xy(y -  1) Mo(x, y, ~). 
We solve B = OB/@ = 0 to obtain 
x = t(1 - t) 3, (20)  
1 (21) y=f (x )= 1 -  t+ t 2' 
xmo(x, ~)= t(1 --2t). (22) 
From (20)-(22) we obtain the singularity Xo = 2-~6, and 
16 ( 
f (x )  = ~ + higher power terms in 1 - 
32 ~_~_(  256 ) 3/a 
too(X, ~)=~+ 1 - -~-  x 
+ higher power termsin 1 -  x)  , 
B(2) = 9 x/6 (1 -- 22-~ 16 x', P+hig erpowerterm in l ,1,2 -Tx )  ,
B(3)= -\16/(39~2 ( 256 x~l/2 +higherpowertermsin 1- -~- -x )  . 
Using (11), (13) and (16), we obtain 
= (3"~ 5/4 
fl0 = 4~ (3~ 1/4 (13~2 X/~, f12 = 
\2 J  ' lh , ,20/ \2 J  ' 
256 
and 
This gives Theorem 3. 
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! 
= 3/2.  
4. SIMPLE MAPS 
A map is called simple if it has no loops or multiple edges. In this 
section, let )fig(X, y, I) (~Ig(x, y, I)) be the generating function, by edges, 
of orientable (non-orientable) rooted simple maps of type g. We prove 
THEOREM 5. Let Tg(n)= [xn3 lf/]g(X, 1, ~)  (Pg(n)----- Ix n] ff/Ig(X, 1 (~)) 
be the number of orientable (non-orientable) rooted simple maps with n edges 
of type g, then Tg(n) and Pg(n) satisfy (1) and (2) with e = 1, fl= (3/2) 2, and 
~=8. 
The following theorem gives functional equations for Mg(x, y, I) and 
Mg(x, y, I). 
THEOREM 6. 
Mo(X ' y, ~)= xy2(Mo(x, y, ~))2+ xy (yMo(x ' Y, (3)_Mo(x ' 1, (3)) 
y -1  
- xyMo(x, 1, (~) Mo(x, y, (,~) 
-(Mo(x, 1, ~) -  1)(Mo(x, y, ~) -  1)+ 1, (23) 
and for (g, I )~(0, ~)  and w¢I, we have 
g 
mg(x, y, I) = xy 2 2 2 mt(x, y, J) mg_ ,(x, y, I -  J) 
t=o/2 J~_I 
0 {w} + y, I+ 
+ xy 2 ~ (yMg_ re(x, y, I)) 
~-X Z yZi EZimg (x' zi' I-- {i})--yMg(X, y, I-- {i})] 
ielzi--Y 
+ xy (yMg(X, y, I ) -  Mg(X, 1, I)) 
y - - i  
- xyMo(x, 1, (2~) Mg(X, y, I ) -xyMg(x,  1, I) Mo(x, y, f2~) 
-- (Mo(x, 1, ~) -  1) Mg(x, y, I) 
--Mg(X, 1, I)(Mo(x, y, (23)- 1)+ Ng(x, y, I), (24) 
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g 
Mg(X, y, I) = xy 2 ~ Y, _~I~(x, y, J) Mg_ t(x, y, I -  J) 
t=O J~_ l  
+xy3o-~Mg l(x, y, I+  {w}) Zw=y 
+ x i~z zi--YYZi [ziMg(x ' zi, I -  {i})-y~ig(X, y, I-- {i})] 
xy 
+ (yMg(x, y, I) - Mg(x, 1, I)) 
y--1 
- xyMo(x, 1, ;3) _/~/ig(x, y, I ) -  xy~Ig(x, 1, I) Mo(x, y, ;3) 
- (Mo(x, 1, ;3} -  1) M~(x, y, X) 
-  g(X, 1, I)(Mo(x, y, ;3 ) -  1) 
+ Ng(x, y, I), (25) 
where Ng(x, y, I) and Ng(x, y, I) correspond to maps having no-cycles of 
length 1 or 2. 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4, we only need to take 
care of the contractible multiple edge occurring in the case (B1) as shown 
in Fig. 2. This contributes the row next to the last row in (24) and (25) 
for (g , I )#(0 ,  ;3) and the term next to the last term in (23) for 
(g, I )=  (0, ;3). I 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let mg(x,I)=Mg(x, 1, I) and mg(X,I)= 
Mg(x, 1, I). Equations (23), (24), and (25) can then be rewritten as (5), (3), 
and (4), with 
A(x, y, Mo(x, y, ;3)) = 2x(y -  1) y2Mo(x, y, ;3) 
+ xy2--(y - 1)(1 + xy)mo(x, ;3), 
B(x, y, mo(x, ;3)) = (xy 2 -- (y -- 1)(1 + xy) mo(X, ;3))2 
+ 4x(y -  1) y2(1 -y+xy)mo(x ,  ;3), 
p,(x, y )=x(y -1)y  2, p2(x,y)=x(y--1)y,  
- T e v -- 
FIG. 2. Adding a contractible mult iple edge. 
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and 
q(x, y) -= xy + xy(y - 1 ) Mo(x, y, ~)  + (y - 1 )(Mo(x, y, ~2~) - 1 ). 
We solve B = t3B/@ = 0 to obtain 
x= t(1 - -2t) ,  (26) 
1 
y ---f(x) = 1 -- t + t 2' (27) 
1 - -2t  
m°(x' ~)  ( l - - t )  3" (28) 
From (26)-(28) we obtain the singularity Xo = ~, and 
16 
f(x) = ~ + higher power terms in ( 1 - 8x) 1/2, 
32 (16 2 
too(X, ~)  = ~ + \27 J  (1 - 8x) 3/2 + higher power terms in (1 - 8x) m, 
128 B(2)= 
81 
(1 - 8x) 112 .-t- higher power terms in (1 - 8x) m, 
B (3) = - -b higher power terms in (1 - 8x) 1t2. 
Using (11), (13), and (16), we obtain 
f lo_26  x/~ i l l=  3 {13'~ 2 {3"~ 5/2 
135 ' \~-~.,# , f12 = t,,2,} ' 
and 
This gives Theorem 5. I 
5. 3-CONNECTED TRIANGULAR MAPS 
A map is called triangular if all its faces have valency 3; a map is called 
near-triangular if all its faces except possibly the root face and some other 
distinguished faces have valency 3. Let ~lg(X, y, I) (~lg(x, y, I)) be the 
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generating (unction, by vertices, of orientable (non-orientable) rooted 
near-triangular maps without loops or multiple edges of type g. Let 
Mrg(x, I) = [yr] 2~/lg(X ' y, I), /~fg(X, I )=  [yr] :fig(X, y, I). 
Using the fact that a triangular map is 3-connected if and only if it has no 
loops or multiple edtes, 2(43(x, ~)(M3g(X, ~))  is therefore the generating 
function of orientable (non-orientable) rooted 3-c triangular maps of type 
g. Let 
Mg(x, y, I) = Mg(x, y, I) + J~/lg(X, y, I). 
The main purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Let Tg(n)= Ix"] ~I3(x, (~) (Pg(n)= Ix n] h~r3(x, ,~)) be 
the number of orientable (non-orientable) rooted 3-c triangular maps with n 
vertices of type g, then Tg(n) and Pg(n) satisfy (1) and (2) with ~= 3, 
fl = 256(8~1/5 256 W-tSJ , and ~-  27. 
We first give the functional equations for Mg(x, y, I) and Mg(x, y, I). 
THEOREM 8. 
Mo(x, y, ;ZJ)= y2(Mo(x, y, ~5))2 +y ~(Mo(x, y, ;2~)- x) 
- xyMo(x, y, ~5) 
- x -  2M3(x, y, ;ZS)(Mo(x, y, ~) -  x) + x, 
and for (g, I) ¢ (0, ~5) and w¢I, we have 
g 
Mg(x, y, I)= y 2 y" ~ Mt(x, Y, J) Mg-t(x, y, I -  J) 
t=0/2 J~_l 
+2y3o~Mg l (x ,y , I+{w})  
Zw~ y 
0 
_.[_ y2..~.. (yMg_ l /2 (X  ' y, I ) )  
uy 
(29) 
+ ~. yzi EziMg(x, z,, I -  {i})-yMg(x, y, I - -  {i})] 
i~ iz i - -Y  
+ y-lMg(x, y, I) 
- xyMg(x, y, I)-- x-2M3(x, I)(Mo(x, y, (2~)- x) 
- x-2M3(x, (2~) Mg(x, y, I) 
+ Ng(x, y, I), (30) 
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g 
• t (x, y, z)=y2 Z Z y, J) y, I - J )  
t=0 J~--I 
q..y3 0 ~ z,~=y ~zwMg_ l (X ,  y,  I+ {w}) 
+ Z yzi [zi)~Ig(X, zg, I-- {i})--yl~-[g(X, y,  I-- {/})] 
i e l z i - -Y  
+ y lll/lg(X, y, I) 
-- xyMg(x, y, I) -- x 2_M3(x, I)(Mo(x, y, I) -- x) 
- -  x -2~¢o3(X ,  ~)  ~lg(x, y, I) 
Av ]Vg(X, y, 1), (31)  
where Ng(x, y, I) and Ng(x, y, I) correspond to nc-cycles of length 1 or 2. 
Proof Let T be any rooted near-triangular map without loops or 
multiple edges. Let e be its root edge. For (g, I)--(0, ~) ,  the case (A) 
contributes the first term of the right hand side of (29). In the case (B), 
deleting e yields another such map with root face valency increased by 1. 
Reversing this process gives the second term which includes the case that 
e is a loop or multiple edge as shown in Fig. 3. Maps as shown in Fig. 3 
contribute the third and the forth terms. The last term corresponds to the 
single vertex map. For (g, I) ~ (0, ~) ,  the proof is similar to that of [13, 
Theorem 2]. The case (A) contributes the first three terms of the right hand 
side of (30) and (31), the case (B2) contributes the forth term. In the case 
(BI), the contractible cycle of length 1 or 2 as shown in Fig. 3 contributes 
the row next to the last row in (30) and (31). | 
Proof of Theorem 7. Let rag(X, I) = M3(x, I), rhg(x, I) = Mg3(X, I). 
Equations (29), (30), and (31) can then be rewritten as (5), (3), and (4), 
with 
A(x, y, Mo(x, y, ;2~)) = 2x2y3Mo(x, y, (ZJ) 
+ X 2 --  x2y  - -  x3y 2 --ymo(x, (ZJ), 
B(x, y, mo(x, ;,~) = (x2-- x2y-- x3y 2 -- ymo(x, ~))2 
-- 4x2y3(x3y -- x 3 + xymo(x, (,~)), 
" " ' " -  ~ e Te  - 
FIG. 3. Adding a contractible cycle of length 1 or 2. 
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and 
Pl(X, Y) = x2y 3, 
We solve B = OB/Oy = 0 to obtain 
p2(x, y)= x2Y 2, q(x, y)= y(Mo(x, y, (~)- x). 
x=t(1--t) 3, 
1 
y=f(x) - -  1--t 2' 
mo(x, ;ZJ) 
x2 - t(1 - 2t). 
From (32)-(34) we obtain the singularity x0 = 2-~6, and 
( f(x) = ]-~ + higher power terms in 1 - 
1 (27 ~2+~(27 ~2(1_  ~ 
m°(x' ~)  = 8 \256/ k256/ x/3/2 
+ higher power terms in (1 - 22@ x) m , 
B(2~ = 9 ~ / 27 \4 // 
16 ~2- -~)~l - -~x)  1/2 
+ higher power terms in (1 - ~ x) I/2 , 
\16,/ \256/ 
+ higher power terms in (1 - ~ x) m 
Using (11), (13), and (16), we obtain 
and 
= 27 (3~ 1/4 9 ~ 2048 (3~ 1/4 
flo 2048 \2 /  i l l= , /~2= ' 16 --~--- \2 J  ' 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
256/8\  1/5 
This gives Theorem 7. | 
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6. A. TABLE 
Let D be a set of positive integers and let ~/(D) be a class of 
maps whose face valencies all lie in D. Let M(S, D; x) be the generating 
function, by edges, of such maps on the surface S and let Mn(S, D)= 
Ix "] M(S, D; x) be the number of such map with n edges. We rewrite 
patterns (1) and (2) in the form 
Mn(S, D) ,.~ ~#(S)(/3n) 5Z/4 ~n (35) 
where/~(S) equals tg(pg) if S is an orientable (a non-orientable) surface of 
type g, and ~ = gcd(D). The parameters ct,/3, and 7 are listed in Table I for 
some classes of maps, where we have used Euler's formula to convert he 
asymptotic formulas for triangular maps with respect o vertices to that 
with respect to edges and have used the following theorem to obtain 
asymptotic formulas for loopless 2d-regular maps. 
THEOREM 9. I f  gcd(D) is even, almost all maps in Jg(D) are loopless. 
Proof First, no maps in J I (D) can have contractible loops, otherwise, 
we shall obtain a map in which all faces have even valencies except a loop 
face which is a contradiction. Now our claim follows from Theorem 1. | 
The following theorem indicates that pattern (35) is satisfied by many 
more classes of maps. 
TABLE I 
A Table for Parameters ct, fl, and 7 w.r.t. Edges 
Classes of maps ~ fl ~ References 
All maps 1 1 
2-c maps 1 3 
3-c maps 1 9 
Smooth maps 1 (3/2) 1/2 
Looptess maps 1 3/2 
Simple maps 1 (3/2) 2 
Triangular maps 3 (1/3) 61/5 
2-c triangular maps 3 (2/3) 61/5 
3-c triangular maps 3 (4/3) 61/5 
2d-regular maps 2d (8d) 1/5 (d- 1)/d 
Loopless 2d-regular maps 2d (8d) 1/5 (d -  1 )/d 
12 [3] 
27/4 [10] 
4 [8] 
5 +2 w/6 [3] 
256/27 
8 
22/3 × 3 I/2 [13] 
3 X 2 -1/3 [14] 
(8/3)2 -1/3 
. (._1 (2q' V [15] 
\---~ \ d JJ 
THEOREM 10. 
1. 
where 
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Suppose 2q~D, D=Dw {2}, and Jg(D) satisfies (35). 
I f  gcd(D) = d is odd and 
M( S, D; x) ,,~ C(S)(1 - (]ix)d) 5~/4-1 
c(s) = r (1  - 5z /4 )  dp(S)(~d) 5z/4, 
then Jg(D) also satisfies (35) with parameters 1,/~7/(1 + 7), and 1 + 7. 
2. I f  gcd(D) = 2d and 
M( S, D; x) ~ C(S)(1 - (Tx )d) 5Z/4 - 1 
where 
C(S) = F(1 - 5Z/4)(2d ) #(S)(fld)-Sz/4, 
then Jg(D) also satisfies (35) with parameters 2,/~7/(1 + 7), and 1 + 7. 
Proof. Closing all digons of a map in s#(/J), we obtain a map in 
~'(D);  conversely, replacing each non-root edge of a map in ,g(D)  with a 
sequence of digons and replacing the root edge with two sequences of 
digons (one for each side), we obtain a map in ./g(/3). Thus, we have 
' ( )±  D x (36) M(S,D;x )=~_xM S, ;1----~ + l - -x  
if S is the sphere or the projective plane, and otherwise 
, ( x) 
M(S,D;x )=~_xM S ,D;~_  x . (37) 
It follows from (36) and (37) that M(S,/);x) has a unique singularity 
x = 1/(1 + 7) on its circle of convergence. Using 
(,YZ-~--x~a,~ (1--(1 +7)x)  1 - d(1 + 7) 
\ l - x /  7 
as x ~ 1/(1 + 7), and [2, Theorem 4], we complete the proof. | 
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